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INTRODUCTION

Welcome and congratulations on your decision to grow your business through
government contracts.
If you’ve landed here, I imagine that you have discovered that winning
contracts requires entering a business world that may seem foreign. Working
in GovCon requires that you learn a new language which I call FARlish™
because it sounds like English but really is the language of the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR). The language is the foundation for a whole set
of new business norms that you must master to win contracts.
If you are like many, you may be feeling overwhelmed by all the rules,
websites, and events. You could also be wondering where to start. Or perhaps
you’ve spent time and resources writing and submitting proposals that didn’t
result in contract awards, which means you are likely frustrated and
considering giving up. Or maybe you’ve had some success, but you don’t know
what to do next to build on your success.
I’ve been where you are. And even though I began my career as a contracting
professional working for the government and am still engaged by the
government to teach their employees how to buy what you sell, my success
came by struggling and learning as I stumbled. Even with my background as a
contracting professional, everything I learned that allowed me to win
contracts and build a business came from my attendance at the proverbial
school of hard knocks. The view from the other side of the table is quite
different from the viewpoint of the contracting team who holds all the cards.

I don’t recommend you follow my path for several reasons. It takes too long and the
opportunity cost is too great. You miss out on lots of never to be repeated occasions
with family and friends while you write losing proposals. But the number on reason is
that the market is changing rapidly and the school of hard knocks is adding new
lessons to the curriculum at a faster pace than ever. Just this quarter alone we’ve
seen changes in small business rules, Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification
(CMMC) requirements being imposed before the CMMC monitoring system is fully
operational, restrictions on hiring, restrictions on suppliers, and the ever growing
emphasis on spend under management which is likely to lock many small businesses
out of the game for many years to come.
The good news is: You don’t have to master all these challenges on your own.

Training on how to
analyze the federal
market and uncover
your best prospects
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WELCOME TO GOVCON
BUSINESS SCHOOL
GovCon Academy is pleased to announce that our team of contracting
professionals that have sat on both sides of the table is standing up GovCon
Business School to meet this need.
We’ve been employed by the government as contracting professionals AND
we’ve won business for companies just like yours! Most importantly, we are
fluent in FARlish™ because most of us are still engaged in teaching the
government how to interpret and apply the rules that allow them to buy what
you sell.
Typical Timeline for Government Contractors who Succeed

In my experience helping companies
compete for, win and perform
government contracts, companies go
through three lengthy stages. These
stages are the reactive stage, the
proactive stage, and the execution
stage. They typically waste one or
more years trying to figure things out
on their own. In fact, many give up after
the first few months because they
don’t know what else to do.

THAT DOESN’T HAVE TO
HAPPEN TO YOU.
Because when you enroll in GovCon
Business School, you get the full inside
story from both perspectives, the
government
and
successful
contractors, to cut your learning curve
dramatically.
So, let’s give a little background on why
we teach you what we teach you the
way we teach it to you.

HOW MOST COMPANIES
APPROACH GOVCON
The new and yet uninitiated seller
believes that the path to winning
contracts in the GovCon world is by
reacting to bid solicitations posted on
Beta.SAM.gov.

These companies have little to no
knowledge of who their prospective
buyers are, or who their true
competition is. And these same
companies really don't know yet how to
find this critical information. The
strategy of companies in this stage is
based almost entirely on reacting to
and pursuing so-called opportunities
that they find posted on Beta.SAM.gov.
They follow this strategy because some
well-meaning friend or colleague or
maybe
even
someone
in
the
government has told them this is how to
find opportunities to win government
contracts. So, they march forward
devoting their efforts to responding to
these solicitations by writing and
submitting what I call cold bids and
proposals. I call it “bidding - cold”
because the responses are not based on
knowledge of the true needs of the
agency that posted the solicitation to
Beta.SAM.gov.
The bids and proposals that reactive
companies submit have almost no
chance of winning an award because
they are missing key information that
their competitors have. In fact, they
probably shouldn’t have spent valuable
time and money pursuing these
contracts.

WHY?
These companies haven't yet learned that the
information in the solicitation that get posted on
Beta.SAM.gov never tells the complete story about the
prospect, their problem, or their bottom line decision
criteria. The written information about the
requirements for what is being purchased rarely
conveys in any meaningful way the background
information about the challenges the prospective
buyer. The solicitation contains information that can
be described as superficial at best and could often be
found by simply reading the agency’s website.
You might wonder why these written documents are so
inadequate. Remember that old game telephone where
one person told a secret to a second person who
passed it on to the third person and so on? If so, you
probably also remember that by the time the
information is filtered and passed on and on without
the benefit of dialogue and context, the original
meaning is lost and often doesn’t even resemble the
original secret. This is especially true when the only
information available is written and no opportunity for
dialogue is permitted. This fact and others contribute
to the reality that the cold bids and proposals
companies in the reactive stage labor to prepare have a
negligible chance of resulting in a contract award.
You’ve also likely heard the saying that even a blind
squirrel finds an acorn sometimes if they just keep
trying. So, if the level of “reacting” to Beta.SAM.gov is
high enough, sometimes against the odds some
companies in the reactive stage get lucky and win a
contract award. This is simply the law of averages and
is not a sustainable strategy for most companies.

So, if a company is not completely
discouraged and continues to play the
GovCon game a transition of sorts
sometimes occurs. When this happens,
these reactive companies start to learn
from their failures how the government
really buys products and services. Success
emboldens them to try other things. One
thing they begin to do is to attend GovCon
events. At these events they pick up bits
and pieces of information about the
processes and the rules that their GovCon
prospects are bound by.
There are lots of events for companies
interested in doing business with the
government. (We have developed a tool
that helps you decide what events will be
most beneficial to your business and helps
you develop your plan of attack to get the
most out of these events, which you can
download here.)
So, what happens at these events? They all
follow basically the same format. They are
attended by both government personnel
and by companies including your
competitors. Companies can buy booths
to display their products and services to
other attendees and to the government.
There will usually be speakers from at
least one but hopefully a few government
agencies who talk to the audience about
what they buy and what they think they
will need to buy in the foreseeable future.

TO WIN IN GOVCON, YOU MUST
UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS

There are workshops conducted by
consultants like me, as well as
workshops presented by lawyers,
accountants and other professionals
whose services GovCon companies
often find that they need. These
workshops provide valuable clues
that astute companies will research
and attempt to implement in order to
close the gaps that are causing them
to fail to win awards based on their
bid and proposal effort. Sometimes
these events facilitate meetings,
often called matchmaking, between
large companies who are looking for
small businesses to support them on
their government contracts and
small businesses that are willing to
be a subcontractor or supplier. The
Small Business Administration is
usually in attendance as are other
government sponsored business
agencies like Procurement Technical
Assistance Centers, referred to as
PTACs, whose mission it is to help
companies learn to win government
contract awards.

By
attending
these
events,
companies begin to learn the norms
of GovCon. They start to make
contacts in the government and with
other contractors that they could
partner with to win contracts or that
may be cajoled into serving as
mentors for a small business. Now
they start to get a true sense of the
overall market, who is planning to
buy what, who they want to target,
who they need to meet, and how
they
measure
up
against
competitors.
If this sounds complicated, it is,
especially if you don’t have an
understanding of the process. Or
someone to guide you through the
necessary preparation so you can get
ready to compete and win contracts.
This is where we cut the learning
curve in a meaningful way.

A BETTER, MORE DISCIPLINED AND INFORMED PROCESS
We teach you the nuances of FARlish™ and the norms of GovCon. You don’t have to
discover all of this on your own. And we’ll tell you why government rarely awards
contracts, often worth many millions of dollars to a company that they only learned about
through reading a bid or proposal submitted in response to a solicitation. Learning about
what the government really looks for and how they assess risk and choose their
contracting partners is priceless, especially when it comes from people who have been in
the room when those decisions are being made.
Understanding this process and implementing a series of disciplined steps will result in
actually talking to the government end user that has the requirement before the
solicitation is posted. By following our process, you will be able to have a discussion about
what the government really needs and why they need it. This gives you the opportunity to
position yourself as a resource AND as a possible contracting partner. This is the process
before the public process that sellers who are well-versed in FARLISH use to position
themselves favorably in the eyes of the government well before a solicitation is issued.
This allows you to write better bids and proposals because you have done your homework
and understand the government’s desired end result. And when the government reads
your proposal, they will see that you have done your homework. And they will know of
your existence based on your prior contact with them concerning their needs. This is how
contracts are really won.

HOW MUCH TIME DO
COMPANIES LOSE LEARNING
ALL THIS THROUGH THE
SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS?
Too much! Each company is different.
And sometimes they seek guidance
from a program like GovCon Business
School to reduce the learning curve.
But at a minimum it takes companies at
least a year to stumble through the
school of hard knock and find the
knowledge they need to move into the
proactive phase. During that time, they
have lost out on the chance to compete
for countless requirements, and they
have wasted money and time.
Employees and company owners alike
can suffer from Q4 burnout caused by
endless
proposal
preparation.
Especially when you never seem to win.
So, let’s give a little background on why
we teach you what we teach you the
way we teach it to you.

THE PROACTIVE PHASE
If you manage to hang in there, your
company eventually switches to using
more proactive techniques to pursue
government
contracts.
Proactive
companies master the norms of
GovCon and become conversational in
FARLISH™.
They start to make contacts in the
government
and
with
other
contractors that they may partner with
or that become trusted colleagues and
advisors.

As a result, they start to get a true
sense of the overall market, which
agencies are planning to buy what, and
people in those agencies that they want
to target, meet, and talk with. They
begin to learn who their main
competitors are and how they measure
up against those competitors.
These companies become more
discriminant in the opportunities that
they pursue and the solicitations that
they spend valuable time and money
writing bids and proposals to compete
for. By expanding their activities, their
understanding of the players and the
rules of FARlish™ they use a variety of
strategies. They rely less on submitting
cold bids and proposals, leaving behind
the strategies that didn’t produce
consistent results in the reactive stage.
They spend their precious resources
pursuing warm opportunities that they
actually could win. This happens
because they uncovered the necessary
information about needs and people
with needs in advance through
research, and analysis. This information
allows them to form a realistic view of
their strengths and weakness from the
vantage point of their prospect. And
this viewpoint can be countered in the
proposals that they write – only
because they have knowledge not
available by reading solicitation without
the benefit of in person conversations.

THE RESULT? EXECUTION.
With this more proactive approach their
success rate slowly improves because
they win more contracts by actually
writing fewer bids and proposals for
strategically selected opportunities. With
their new-found success they become
driven to learn more about repeatable
processes that will consistently improve
their results in GovCon.
Now that they have realized that the key
to success in this market, like in any other,
is developing – and following - a
repeatable process that delivers the
results you need, they enter the execution
stage. So, after fumbling around and
surviving the school of hard knocks, they
see that success lies in committing to
learning the system, making contacts,
finding out about client needs far in
advance, AND the strengths and
weaknesses of the competition before
responding to a solicitation.

Then they develop their unique process
for building their GovCon pipeline and line
up essential support resources to help
them excel in this market.
GovCon Business School teaches you the
process and our supportive program helps
you as you execute. We get you ready to
compete – and to win!
GovCon pursuits are not for the faint of
heart. It takes a lot of time, effort,
disappointment and plain old grit – but the
payoff is great for those that persevere
and learn the system.

A TRUE CAUTIONARY TALE
About a year ago, I was hired by a
company interested in a contract that was
coming up for recompete in California in
just a little over a year. They hired me and
we held a strategy session where I gave
them steps to follow to position
themselves with the agency before the
solicitation came out.

This is a small company and after the
strategy session, they decided they just
didn’t have the time, money or resources
to do the upfront work that I taught them.
A few months ago, the solicitation they
originally called me about was opened for
competition. They contacted me to see
if I or anyone on my team could review
their proposal, which was due in a month.

I had an associate, my best one actually,
review their proposal as requested. In
that time, she did what she could and in
the end, she was able to improve their
proposal significantly. But with no
knowledge of the client, the
competition, the background or what
the client was really looking for, her
improvements weren’t substantive.
The document READ better, but the
client could see that the value was
superficial.
At the end of this process she and I both
knew that it would take a miracle for them
to actually win the award. And we gently
told them this as we wished them good
luck. And unfortunately, we were right.
They didn’t win. And the comments they
got from the government were pretty
harsh and eye opening.
Fast forward to today. This company is
now working with us and learning the
steps they need to become more proactive
and to develop a process to compete for
contracts for their service that they can
execute again and again. Now if you’re
wondering why they hired us, when they
lost with the proposal we wrote for them,
it’s simple.

The results were exactly what we told them they would be – they saw the light and made
a decision to get ready, compete and to win!
They regretted all the time and money they had spent to pursue that singular contract
that was not a good use of their limited resources because they had failed to get ready to
win. Their choice was to either abandon the GovCon market or learn to be effective in
that market by actually following the processes that resulted in their competitors actually
winning contracts. They’re still working hard, but the hard work is different because it
serves a purpose and they have several wins under their belt now because they chose the
right targets and did their homework.
Now if you’re like most companies you want to know how to get to the execution stage as
quickly and as easily as possible. And the path to success starts with learning the
processes necessary to make winning the norm.
So, I ask you – which approach would you rather take? The DIY GovCon school of Hard
Knocks wasting valuable time and resources? Or would you rather enroll in our GovCon
Business School where you have a team of GovCon professionals dedicated to showing
you the fastest path to contract awards?
If you chose number two, fill out the application at the following link or give me a call.
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PROGRAM DETAILS

WHO BENEFITS?
Small Business Owners
Capture/marketing/sales personnel for small businesses
Key personnel at small businesses
Personnel tasked with responding to solicitations of any type (RFQ, RFQ, IFB, Combined,
IDIQs, BPA)
Personnel responsible for managing and successfully performing government contracts

GETTING STARTED WITH BASIC
KNOWLEDGE
Module 1 – Learning the Lingo
Module 2 - Conduct an analysis of government
spending
What PSC/NAICS codes are applicable to my
product or service?
How much does the USG buy?
Agency Forecasts
Write Your GovCon Pitch/elevator speech/briefing
message

CAPTURE AND MARKETING
Introduction to Capture
What is Capture
Why it is essential
Module 1 – Identification of target agencies
Module 2 – Making Contact in Agencies
Module 3 – Small Business Rules
Module 4 – Analyzing the solicitation and Contracting
Methods
Module 5 – Making Bid/No bid Decisions
Module 6 – The Documents
Module 7 - Your virtual office

PROPOSALS THAT WIN BUSINESS
You will work through a real solicitation and complete the
following actions.
Module 1 – The Plan
Analyze the solicitation
Compliance Matrix
Create annotated outlines with win themes,
discriminators and page limits
Organize and direct the kick-off meeting
Form the proposal team (writers, SMEs, graphic
designers, editors)
Module 2 – Content
Technical Approach
Presenting key proof points
Resumes to highlight relevant experience
Past Performance
Module 3 – Execution
Developing and submitting questions to the
government
Distributing annotated answers to questions from
the government to the team
Status meetings
Working with SMEs
Graphics
Module 4 – Quality Control
Compliance
Editing
Module 5 – Mock Evaluation
Your efforts will be scored by the facilitator and/or
a former CO

Final Words
Invest in yourself by taking advance of the GovCon Business
School’s Ready, Win, Compete program.
Still on the fence?
Here’s the question you must answer.
WILL YOU BE SATISFIED IF YOUR BUSINESS IS IN EXACTLY
THE SAME PLACE THIS TIME NEXT YEAR?
When you’re ready to invest in a new way of approaching GovCon
– we’re here.

GOVCONACADEMY.COM

